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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. The bestselling author of the classic Mars trilogy and The Years of Rice and Salt returns
with a riveting new trilogy of cutting-edge science, international politics, and the real-life
ramifications of global warming as they are played out in our nation s capital-and in the daily lives
of those at the center of the action. Hauntingly realistic, here is a novel of the near future that is
inspired by scientific facts already making headlines. When the Arctic ice pack was first measured in
the 1950s, it averaged 30 feet thick in midwinter. By the end of the century it was down to 15. One
August the ice broke. The next year the breakup started in July. The third year it began in May. That
was last year. It s an increasingly steamy summer in the nation s capital as Senate environmental
staffer Charlie Quibler cares for his young son and deals with the frustrating politics of global
warming. Charlie must find a way to get a skeptical administration to act before it s too late-and his
progeny find themselves living in Swamp World. But the political...
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Reviews
An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer Fr itsch
The book is fantastic and great. It is rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. Your way of life period will likely be change when you full reading this
publication.
-- Elija h K upha l
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